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ABSTRACT
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION OF NATIVE VEGETATION IN THE CLOSED BASIN
OF THE SAN LUIS VALLEY, COLORADO
The San Luis Valley of south-central Colorado contains a
hydrologically closed basin within which a water salvage project has been
planned and is partly in operation. This project's goal is to pump water
from the unconfined (water table) aquifer which would otherwise be lost
through evapotranspiration (ET) from the native rangeland. In order to
determine the proper design pumping rate (which will affect subsequent
water table drawdown), an accurate estimate of the water use of these
plants must be obtained. The basic purposes of this research were: to
further develop and apply gas analysis technology for making measurements
of ET from native vegetation; to obtain measurements of plant water use;
to compare these measurements with measurements of ET taken from U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) lysimeters operating in the same area; and to
observe the trends in ET for several different water table depths and
drawdown conditions.
Measurement of ET in this area was carried out using the chamber
method during several periods of 1985 and 1986. Measurements were made of
greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus Hook. Torr.), rabbitbrush (Chrysotham-
nus nauseosus Pall. Britt.), and salt grass (Distichlis stricta L. Greene)
since these plants constitute the major indigenous vegetation of the
closed basin plant community. At a site of continuous pumping, the
greasewood plots appeared to suffer a reduction in ET whereas the
rabbitbrush plots exhibited no detectable reduction in ET from the same
water table drawdown. There appear to be no substantial differences
in the ET of greasewood and rabbitbrush plots between two sites where the
ground-water levels have historically been 1.25 meters (m) and 4.3 m.
Bare soil evaporation data indicate the expected trend of a decrease
in evaporation with an increase in depth to water table. Bare soil
contributes significantly to the total ET of greasewood and rabbitbrush
plots in areas of shallow water table (1.25 m).
A direct comparison of ET measured by gas analysis chamber and
lysimeters shows that the USBR lysimeters accounted for only 40 percent of
the mean total salt grass ET measured by the chamber over a period of 77
days. Additional discrepancies in ET measured by the USBR lysimeters and
the chamber at the same site indicate problems in the lysimeter data
concerning the estimation of ET for undisturbed vegetation in the
surrounding plant community.
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The San Luis Valley (the Valley) of south-central Colorado encompasses
an area of 7 t800 square kilometers t is 160 kilometers (km) long and up to
65 km wide. The valley floor is mostly flat with an average elevation of
2 t 350 m. Several rugged mountain ranges surround the Valley - the San
Juan Mountains to the west and the Sangre de Cristo Mountains to the
east. A map, courtesy of the USBR (1982), is shown in Figures la and lb.
Average annual precipitation 1n the Valley ranges from 18 to 25
centimeters (cm)t most of it occurring from July to September. The
surrounding mountains receive an average annual precipitation of 75 cm.
Due to the high altitude the growing season is short (90 to 120 days), so
agricultural crops are restricted to alfalfa, barley, potatoes, and other
short-season crops. Coupled with a vast water supply from the confined
(artesian) aquifer, snowmelt runoff provides water supply for irrigation
as well as water for natural export in the Rio Grande (river) to New
Mexico, Texas, and the Republic of Mexico.
Although the Valley has an abundant water supply, there are several
major water problems as outlined by Emery et al. (1971). They include:
1) waterlogging,
2) water wasted by nonbeneficial evapotranspiration,
3) deterioration of ground-water quality, and
4) Colorado's mandate to deliver water to New Mexico and Texas
according to the Rio Grande Compact.
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A closed basin is situated in the northeast portion of this valley
(bounded on the south by the Rio Grande and U.S. Highway 160 to the east
of Alamosa) and encompasses 760,000 hectares (ha). The closed basin is
hydrologically separated from the Rio Grande by a low geologic divide.
There are no surface flows departing nor significant losses due to water
migration in the unconfined (water table) aquifer. Ground water in the
shallow, unconfined and deeper aquifers of the closed basin has been found
to move toward a sump area where it is lost through nonbeneficial ET
(USBR, 1963). The sources for the subsurface and surface flows are
snowmelt, rainfall, and irrigation wastes and return flows.
The sump area has had only the mechanism of evapotranspiration (ET) to
rid itself of this water. In this part of the closed basin, the
conditions are favorable for only native vegetation such as greasewood
(Sarcobatus vermiculatus Hook. Torr.), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus
nauseosus Pall. Britt.), and salt grass (Distichlis stricta L. Greene).
This type of vegetation consumes nearly half of the total water available
for use to the Valley (Emery et al., 1971). The water quality and water
management problems have caused the sump area to deteriorate in usefulness
and economic value. This area is essentially rangeland which has been
classified as poor to very poor (USBR, 1984).
Colorado has been unable to comply with water delivery requirements
specified in the Rio Grande Compact of 1938 and the Rio Grande Convention
of 1906 without curtailing delivery of Colorado water rights. Since some
of the ET from the sump area is in excess of that required for maintaining
the community of indigenous vegetation, a portion of the water in the
closed basin was considered as a source to meet these requirements without
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causing hardship to the valley's agriculture. After extensive research on
water salvage from this area, design and construction of shallow wells in
connection with a lined-ditch conveyance system was initiated. The
general project design includes a network of 170 shallow wells over an
area of 53,000 ha ; all of which is within the sump area. The plans call
for annual displacement (pumping) of 128,000 cubic dekameters (dam3 ;
1 dam3 - 0.1 hectare-meter) of water out of the sump area and into the Rio
Grande. The project's authorizing legislation specifies that project
pumping may not cause a decline in excess of 0.6 m in any well outside of
the project boundary that existed prior to the project's construction
(USBR, 1984).
From previous research on water available for salvage from areas
supporting phreatophytes (plants with roots reaching the water table), it
has been determined that the soil evaporation contribution to ET will
become negligible when the depth to water is 2.5 m (USBR, 1963) and will
decrease to zero when the depth to water is 4 m (Emery et al .• 1971); the
remainder of the plant's water supply would come from precipitation,
moisture stored in the soil. and any root growth reaching a deep water
table. General trends indicate that when the depth to water is less than
3 m. growth of the phreatophytic species in this study is dense and
vigorous and. as the depth to water increases to 10 m, the growth becomes
less dense but may continue to be vigorous (Robinson, 1967). The project
goal. as outlined by the USBR, is to lower the water table by 1.2 to 2.4 m
over the project area (USBR. 1984). This will decrease the soil
evaporation contribution toward ET to a negligible amount as observed by
previous research. It follows that the accuracy of the estimated rate of
ET is critical for proper operation of this system.
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Problem and Research Objectives
Four lysimeters are operated by the USBR at a site in the closed basin
area, in conjunction with the water salvage project, to obtain ET data of
native vegetation. The critical importance of accurate ET estimates to
the successful operation of the project suggests that other methods be
investigated. The gas analysis (portable chamber) method was selected in
this study because of its potential for instantaneous ET measurement and
its portability, making possible measurements at several different sites.
Objectives of this research were
1) to develop and apply gas analysis technology through the use
of the portable chamber to measure diurnal ET of the
predominant species of native (phreatophytic) vegetation in
the closed basin area of the San Luis Valley,
2) to compare ET data in the USBR lysimeters to that obtained
using the portable chamber outside of the lysimeters,
3) to observe daily ET of native vegetation under naturally
occurring shallow and deep ground-water levels, and
4) to observe the ET response of native vegetation to a falling
water table (where pumping occurs).
CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Several ET measurement methods have been used successfully for
consumptive use (ET) estimation of field crops. Typically, lysimeter
methods have been most widely applied, with other methods receiving some
use. Measurement of the ET of native vegetation has involved methods such
as plant tanks, lysimeters, and inflow-outflow ground-water fluctuations.
Methods receiving more recent attention for use on native vegetation
include energy balance approaches and gas analysis (portable chambers).
Previous research involving ET measurement by gas analysis with a
chamber has shown this method to be useful. Studies have shown general
agreement between hourly values of chamber and lysimeter measurements for
field crops (Reicosky and Peters, 1977; Harmsen et al., 1982; and Reicosky
et al., 1983). The chamber has a low material cost, allows a great degree
of portability, and requires a very short measurement period; its
application to obtain daily ET requires repeated intensive readings in
order to track the changing ET throughout the day. One reading per hour
has been found to yield 80 to 95 percent agreement between chamber and
lysimeter ET (Reicosky and Peters, 1977 and Peterson et al., 1985).
Measurement Procedure
Two cylindrical clear Lexan chambers, measuring 0.95-m diameter by
0.91-m height and 1.61-m diameter by O.91-m height were used for ET
measurements. The chambers were designed to fit over the USBR lysimeters
with minimal plant disturbance and damage. During 1985 most plots were
measured with the smaller chamber, and during 1986 all plots at all sites
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were measured with the smaller chamber. Two fans were located on opposite
sides of the chamber to ensure well stirred air. Instrumentation included
a fast response capacitance-type relative humidity probe (Qualimetrics,
Inc., Model 5120-C) and a fine wire copper-constantan thermocouple (36
gauge), both located inside and near the top of the chamber wall. Both
sensors were shielded from direct sunlight. A portable data acquisition
system (Campbell Scientific 2lX micrologger) sampled temperature and
relative humidity and stored these data on cassette tape every two seconds
during the measurement period. The data were used to determine vapor
pressure changes in the chamber, from which ET was calculated.
Measurements were made every hour for all plots at the site for that
day from shortly after sunrise to shortly before sunset. Prior to each
measurement period, the fans were run while holding the chamber aloft for
20 to 25 seconds to allow the chamber air to equilibrate with the
surrounding air. The chamber was then placed over the plant, rapidly
sealed with soil at the ground, and the data acquisition system started.
Data were collected for a period of sixty seconds. After this period,
data acquisition was ended and the chamber was lifted off of the plot and
carried to the next plot where the chamber air was again allowed to mix
with the surrounding air prior to the beginning of the next measurement
period.
Raw Data Analyses
To find each plot's water loss (ET) , the raw chamber data (relative
humidity and dry bulb temperature) were analyzed to determine the actual
vapor pressure which, in turn, was used in the Ideal Gas Equation to
determine the amount of water in the chamber volume for every two seconds
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during each sixty-second period of measurement. Saturation vapor
pressures were obtained from the Lowe equation (Lowe. 1976) as shown
SVP - 0.6107799961 + 0.04436518521*T + 0.001428945805*T2 +
2.65064847*10- 5*T3 + 3.031240396*10- 7*T4 +
2.034080984*10- 9*T5 + 6.l36820929*10- 12*T6
where T - dry bulb temperature (OC), and
SVP - saturated vapor pressure (kPa).
The depth of water in the chamber was calculated by the following form of




where DEP - depth of water (m),
AVP - actual vapor pressure (kPa) - SVP * Relative Humidity,
VOL volume of the chamber (m3),
p - water density - 1000 kg/m3 ,
A - soil surface area (m2),
R - gas constant - 0.46152 kN.m/kg·K, and
T - temperature (K).
Average hourly rates of £T were calculated from each measurement
period (one period per plot per hour) and were based on each maximum
ten-second vapor pressure gradient. This usually occurred near the
beginning of the sixty-second measurement period. These data provided a
diurnal curve for each plot assuming linearity between measured points.
Using a numerical technique, the computed area under the curve yielded a
daily ET value (Figure 2). For purposes of daily ET estimation, no ET was
assumed to occur before sunrise and after sunset.
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Site Selection
Evapotranspiration measurements using the portable chamber were made
during three five-day periods of 1985 (20-24 May, 24-28 June, and 22-26
July) and regularly during the period of 26 May through 13 August 1986.
During 1985, the only site measured was the USBR Lysimeter site. The
plots measured are indicated in Table 1. In 1986, three sites (Table 1)
were measured in each week (one site per day) and were chosen according to
similarities in species composition and plant size to provide the
following three situations:
Site #1- small depth to ground-water level (0.6 to 1.5 m) at the
USBR lysimeter area (used in 1985 and 1986
measurements);
Site #2- falling (pumped) ground-water level with a corresponding
£T control site (constant water table) in the same area;
Site #3- large depth to ground-water level (4.2 to 4.6 m).
Attempts were made to select greasewood and rabbitbrush bushes
intermediate in size relative to those existing in the plant communities
so that plant transpirational surface area was not a confounding factor in
the study. Average height of greasewood and rabbitbrush sampled were 71
and 53 cm, respl?-ctively, although there was some variability in plant size
and density between sites due to different natural depths to the ground
water.
Of the three closed basin sites of £T measurement, Salvage Well 3
(Site #2) and Observation Well 377 (Site #3) were sampled only in 1986.
Measurements were made at the USBR Lysimeter site (Site #1) during both
1985 and 1986. However, only two of the plots at this site were measured
both years (Greasewood #1 and Rabbitbrush #1).
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Along with chamber measurement of ET, a weather station was operated
at the USBR Lysimeter site to measure air temperature, relative humidity,
wind speed, solar radiation, and precipitation. These climatic parameters
were recorded using a Campbell Scientific CRS datalogger at five-minute
intervals on days of ET measurement and every hour at other times. See
Table 2 for daily weather summaries and Figures 3 through 6 for examples
of diurnal wind speed, solar radiation, temperature, and vapor pressure.
Validation of Chamber Method
In addition to the sites of ET measurement in the USBR project area,
an additional site was chosen in an alfalfa field at the Colorado State
University Farm near Center, Colorado (Figure 1). The purpose of this
site was to obtain data for comparison of ET measured with the chamber to
ET measured from several established lysimeters (maintained by the USDA -
ARS) containing alfalfa.
Alfalfa ET was measured on two days (6 June and 25 July 1986). The
four hydraulic weighing lysimeters used for comparison purposes were
installed in the spring of 1983 by the USDA-ARS for determination of
alfalfa water use. Kincaid et al. (1979) presented results of a study
using paired hydraulic lysimeters which were of a similar design to the
lysimeters at Center, and found that an average daily difference in water
use between paired lysimeters of 18 percent was reasonable to expect under
noraml operating conditions.
The lysimeters were in excellent condition on both days of
measurement, with the alfalfa at a similar stage of growth inside and
outside of the lysimeters. Six plots, chosen according to similarity in
average plant height and growth density, were sampled each hour for a
period of nine hours on 6 June and six other plots were sampled every
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half-hour for a period of seven hours on 25 July. Average plot ET as
determined by the chamber was 96 percent (6 June) and 90 percent (25 July)
of the average lysimeter ET for the corresponding periods (Table 3).
Average ET values for the chamber were 6.45 mm and 5.39 mm for the two
periods. with corresponding standard errors of 0.287 and 0.153. The




Evapotranspiration Comparison - USBR Lysimeter vs. Chamber Data
Lysimeter ET data were obtained from the USBR for 1985 and 1986 for
comparison with chamber ET data. Chamber measurements were made over the
USBR lysimeters and several surrounding plots of vegetation of the same
species in 1985. However. chamber data were not gathered over the USBR
lysimeters during the summer of 1986 because of the extremely poor
condition of the vegetation existing inside of the lysimeters - mainly the
greasewood and rabbitbrush lysimeters. These lysimeters contained
vegetation which was not representative of the surrounding vegetation in
size and vigor. The greasewood exhibited a yellowish color and was much
smaller than typical greasewood plants at this site. A replacement for
the rabbitbrush of 1985 had been introduced in the rabbitbrush 1ysimeter
in mid-Spring 1986. and had not established sufficiently to yield useful
data as was observed by size, maturity, and color appearance differences
from surrounding rabbitbrush plants.
1985 Data
For the ET comparison data of the 1985 season (Figures 7 to 10),
lysimeter ET (a seven-day average) was generally lower in magnitude than
chamber ET (a five-day average) for each corresponding week of
measurement. Chamber and lysimeter ET values are discussed below only in
terms of ET for the seasonal measurement period. These values were
obtained by computing the area under each curve constructed from the mean
weekly ET values for the three weeks of chamber measurement. The best
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agreement in terms of total ET and E (evaporation) for the measurement
season was found in the salt grass and bare soil plots, with the USBR salt
grass lysimeter (160 mm) accounting for 87 percent of ET measured by the
chamber over the lysimeter (185 rnm) and 71 percent of ET measured by the
chamber at a nearby plot (226 mm) (Table 4). Similarly, the bare soil
lysimeter (113 mm) accounted for 78 percent of E measured by the chamber
over the lysimeter (145 rom) and 71 percent of E measured by the chamber at
a nearby plot (159 mm) having the same depth to water table.
The chamber ET value for the greasewood in the lysimeter (116 mm)
showed reasonable agreement with the USBR lysimeter value (118 mm).
However, a higher average ET for 22 to 26 July (Days 203 to 207) was
indicated by the chamber-measured ET of the greasewood plot outside of the
lysimeter but not by the USBR greasewood lysimeter (Figure 7). The
greasewood lysimeter accounted for only 52 percent of ET measured by the
chamber (228 rnm) at this (non-lysimeter) plot. The same trend is true for
rabbitbrush except that there is little agreement (27 percent) between
non-1ysimeter chamber plot (216 mm) and USBR lysimeter ET (59 mm) values
during 1985. Chamber ET measurements over the salt grass, bare soil, and
greasewood lysimeters are in good agreement with the USBR lysimeter data,
but the lysimeters yield data which are not representative of the
surrounding vegetation.
1986 Data
Although no chamber ET measurements of vegetation in the USBR
lysimeters were gathered in 1986, the USBR lysimeter data (average values
for a seven-day period) were obtained for purposes of comparison with the
chamber data at plots near the lysimeters (Figures 11 to 14) for the
period of 26 May to 13 August; the chamber data were for one day of the
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seven-day period represented by the 1ysimeter data. The greasewood and
rabbitbrush lysimeters accounted for only 31 percent and 25 percent of the
respective chamber mean ET. The bare soil USBR lysimeter and chamber data
show similar trends for daily E (Figure 13). Results show that the mean
77-day chamber E was consistently higher than the lysimeter E (an average
of 1.2 rom per day) (Table 4), although the chamber E was expected to be
lower due to the location of the chamber plots in an area which was
approximately 0.6 m higher above the water table than the lysimeter.
Lysimeter and chamber data for salt grass (Figure 14) provide the best
comparison because the plots had the same depth to ground water and the
vegetation was similar in density, composition, and quality. The data
show similar trends for most of the season. Total USBR lysimeter ET
averaged 40 percent of total mean chamber ET (Table 4). There is
considerable difference between the chamber and lysimeter comparison data
of salt grass for 1985 (71\percent) and 1986 (40 percent); the 1986
comparison data may be more accurate because of a longer measurement
season, hence, more sampling.
Possible causes for ET differences
The differences between the measured ET of the lysimeters and the
chamber are too large to be ignored and may be partially due to
differences in the sizes of the measured plants. The plants in each
lysimeter were smaller than the corresponding plants of the chamber -
measured plots (Table 5). For relative comparison, each plant's
dimensions were measured in three directions (foliage height and
perpendicular spread) only during 1986. The mean plant spherical surface
area was determined as the average of the spherical surface areas, using
each dimension as a diameter. These values provide a rough estimate of
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relative plant size (transpirational area) assuming each plant can be
approximated as a sphere. For the USBR Lysimeter site, lysimeter
greasewood and rabbitbrush plants were approximately 52 and 57 percent of
the size of the corresponding plants measured by the chamber. Similarly,
the lysimeter salt grass was about 78 percent of the height of the salt
grass measured by the chamber. These data support the observation of
small nonrepresentative plants in the lysimeters. Direct comparison of ET
per plant size was not made for the chamber and lysimeter ET measurements
because 1) the length of ET measurement was different for both methods
(one day versus seven days) and 2) the soil surfaces of the chamber plots
and lysimeters were not of equal area. Relative plant size differences
probably do not account for all of the discrepancy in the comparison of
measured ET.
Additional causes of the differences may be from problems inherent in
the installation procedure of the lysimeters. The construction process
included driving the lysimeters (steel cylinders) into the ground. This
may have caused soil compaction which was sufficient to inhibit natural
hydraulic conductivity of this soil for a number of years. This, in turn,
would impede the outflow of water (ET). The driving of the casings may
have also damaged some of the roots of the vegetation, which would be
reflected in reduced ET. Normal operation of the USBR lysimeters involves
measuring soil moisture changes (as related to ET) in each lysimeter with
a neutron probe. This method typically does not account for all of the
soil moisture, especially in the volume at the top of the soil profile.
Also, neutron probe inaccuracies (depending on the calibration) may
contribute to errors in lysimeter ET measurement. Other problems may be
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insufficient lysimeter volume (depth) for plant roots or accumulation of
toxic solutes in the lysimeters (Robinson, 1966).
Observation Well 377 and USBR kYsimeter Sites
Mean ET data for greasewood and rabbitbrush plots at Site #3 are shown
in Figure 15. The ground~water level at this site peaked in early July
(Figure 16), although this was hardly noticeable because the depth to the
water table remained nearly constant at 4.3 m. For the same vegetative
species in the hummocks area of the USBR Lysimeter site (Site #1) (Figure
17), the water table level below the ground surface peaked in early June
at 1.25 m and then dropped steadily to 1.7 m in mid-August (Figure 18).
Greasewood plot mean ET as measured by the chamber was about the same
at Sites #1 and #3 for the longest corresponding period during 1986 - Days
160 to 223 (Table 4). Rabbitbrush plot mean ET was nearly equivalent, as
well, for plants measured at both sites. The plants at the two sites were
of slightly different size and woody material and were measured on
different days (variable weather conditions) so, for purposes of
comparison, no significant conclusions can be made concerning the effect
of water table depth on ET. It appears that the plants at each of these
sites have adapted well to their corresponding ground-water levels.
At Site #1 seasonal salt grass plot ET (Figure 19) for 1986 averaged
nearly 17% greater than both greasewood and rabbitbrush plot ET (Table
4). This may be due to the location of the salt grass in a low-lying area
closer to the water table (Figure 18). The seasonal average bare soil
evaporation at this site was 72% of the seasonal average ET found for
greasewood and rabbitbrush plots.
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Salvage Well 3 Site
The plots at the Salvage Well 3 site (Site #2) provided twelve weeks
of ET data during which the water table varied from 2.6 m below the
surface (for the first five weeks) to 5.2 m below the surface (at twelve
weeks; Day 224) at 30.5 m from the pumping well (Figure 20). As shown in
this figure, there were data from two observation wells at 7.6 m from the
pumping well the one observed early in the season was shallower and
dried up later in the season due to an increase in pumping rate. In
addition to three plots each of greasewood and rabbitbrush within 30 m of
the well, an additional three plots each of greasewood and rabbitbrush
were measured 90 m from the well to serve as a control. Although there
was no observation well at 90 m, the water table was assumed to be
minimally affected by pumping; normal seasonal water table fluctuations
occurred. Evapotranspiration was measured at all of these plots within
the same hour during each day of measurement (one day per week).
The mean ET data for the greasewood plots near the well at Site #2 and
for the control greasewood plots were compared (Figure 21). The same
comparison was carried out for the rabbitbrush plots (Figure 22). No
substantial differences in ET by location for either greasewood or
rabbitbrush are apparent. However, ET was expressed only in terms of
depth (mm) and not in terms of plant size, which will affect each plot's
ET.
Since there was some variability in plant size, a more adequate
comparison between the two locations involved accounting for plant size.
Mean ET per plant size was estimated from plant dimensions taken several
times throughout the summer. From three dimensions (average foliage
height and spread in two perpendicular directions), the mean spherical
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surface area was estimated for both measured species at the control
(check) and pumping (salvage well) areas (Table 5). The area closest to
t2~ salvage well supported the larger vegetation, so it is important that
the comparison accounts for plant size. Pumping and subsequent drawdown
we:-e =ound ~o influence the mean ET per plant size of some of the
vegetation at th~s site (Figures 23 and 24) . Greasewood ET may be
influenced more than ra~bitbrush ET in the case when continuous pumping
has lowerec- the ground-water level for a period of one week or more. This
trend was consistent for the latter part of the season when pumping had
been continuous for five weeks.
The reasons for the different responses of the two species do not
appear to be related to potential (expected) rooting depth because
greasewood has been known to develop roots from 1 to 10 m deep, whereas,
rabbitbrush generally prefers a shallower water table to support root
lengths in the range of 2.4 to 4.6 m (Meinzer,1927). According to the
observation well data (Figure 20) for the season, the depth to water at
the salvage well plots (30 m radially from the salvage well) was no
greater than 5.2 m, which might be too deep for rabbitbrush but is ample
for greasewood. The roots of both species may have developed at this site
to the same natural depth but, with a sudden artificial drop in
ground-water level, greasewood appeared to suffer more, although there
were no marked visible signs of stress to any of the plants in the salvage
well plots.
Constraints of the Study
The data obtained in this study show some important trends and effects
of water table depth on the ET of native vegetation sites under several
conditions. However, these results must be viewec within the constrai~ts
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of the study. Only intermediate-sized shrubs were sampled and plant size
variability existed throughout the basin (see Chapter II, Methodology).
Sampling plants of similar size allowed a reasonable number of replicate
measurements to be made, giving additional confidence in the ET data.
Although daily measurements were obtained at all three sites, there are no
same-day ET values for any two sites, with the exception of the Salvage
Well 3 site and corresponding check site. Caution should be taken when
comparing the ET obtained at any two sites.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
The following major conclusions may be drawn from the data of this
study:
1) The chamber method of ET measurement is a useful tool for
obtaining accurate water use data without the expense and
initial vegetative disturbance of lysimeters.
2) The USBR greasewood and rabbitbrush lysimeter ET data were
substantially less than that obtained by chamber
measurements for the years of 1985 and 1986, and do not
show similar trends. The salt grass and bare soil lysimeter
data, while consistently lower, exhibit similar ET trends
when compared with the corresponding chamber data. The USBR
lysimeters accounted for the following percentages of
chamber ET for undisturbed (non-lysimeter) vegetative plots.
PLANT / YEAR 1985 1986
Greasewood 52 % 31 %
Rabbitbrush 27 % 25 %
Salt Grass 71 % 40 %
Bare Soil 71 % *
Note: Caution should be used when observing the rabbitbrush
comparison because of plant problems in the lysimeter.
* The USBR bare soil 1ysimeter was maintained at a different water table
depth than the chamber-measured bare soil plots. Thus, no direct
comparison was made.
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3) Greasewood and rabbitbrush plots under either shallow or deep
ground-water levels may use similar amounts of water (ET)
regardless of the water table level as long as the plants
have become well established in these areas and there is
little variation in the deep ground-water level (4 to 5 rn).
4) Evaporation from bare soil is decreased with a deeper water
table and is a significant component of ET in areas of
shallow water table (Figure 10).
5) ET of greasewood may be reduced more than rabbitbrush by rapid
fluctuations in water table depth, suggesting that
greasewood may be more easily stressed.
The objectives of this study on evapotranspiration of native
vegetation in the closed basin of the San Luis Valley, Colorado have been
fulfilled as outlined in Chapter I of this report. Additional study will
be imperative in order to determine long-term effects of continuous
project pumping on the vitality of the phreatophytic vegetation.,
21
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Description of ET Measurement Sites . 1985 and 1986.
SITE PLOTS
1985
Site #1: USBR Lysimeter Site ... 2 Greasewood*, 1 Rabbitbrush,
2 Salt Grass*,
1 Bare Soil (upland area),
2 Bare Soil (lowland area)*.
1986
Site #1: USBR Lysimeter Site ... 3 Greasewood, 3 Rabbitbrush.
(0.6 to 1.5 m water table) 3 Saltgrass, 3 Bare Soil.
Site #2: Salvage Well 3
(varying water table and
constant water table control)
Site #3: Observ. Well 377
(4.2 to 4.6 m water table)
. 3 Greasewood, 3 Rabbitbrush,
3 Greasewood (control),
3 Rabbitbrush (control).
. 5 Greasewood, 4 Rabbitbrush.
* Indicates that one of these plots was a USBR lysimeter.
Table 2. Daily Weather Summary. USBR Lysimeter site, 1985, 1986.
WEATHER DATA
, SAN LUIS VALLEY t COLORADO,
t8~ '86 I USBR Lysimeter SiteI
......e. Sol.r ......e • : Hours of
Tilft•• Tmin ......por pro R.d. Windrun Windsp. : d.t.
DATE DAY • I (deo. C> (deg. C> (kP.) (MJ/",2>
(km) (,./s.c) : (beg-end)
I•••••••••••••••••••••• :D•••~••••••• a ••••••••••••••••S3.~••_.a~•••••••••••••······B22m:2.~~.~.=•••••
20-I'1AY-85 1~0 : 17.6 -0.9 0.717 23.7 191.5
1.9 : 0-22
21-HAY-85 1<41 I 16.2 4.5 0.883 20.3
234.3 2.9 : 0-23
I
22-I'1AV-8:5 142 I 15.0 3.4 0.852 16.3
131.0 1.7 : 1-23
I
23-f1AY-9S 1<43
, lB.7 0.6 0.825 24.5 176.6 2.0
: 0-23,
24-I'1AY-B~ 144 I 21. 7 -0.6 0.746 30.1
149.8 1.6 · 1-14
I
I
24-JUN-85 175 I 26.9 13.1 1.344 24. 1
381.0 4.3 : 0-22
I
25-JUN-85 176
, 23.2 10.8 1. 130 25.7 318.0 4.0
: 0-22,
26-JUN-85 177 I 19.2 3.5 0.515 30.6
321.6 3.8 : 0-22
I
27-J~-85 179 · 24.8 -2.9 0.515 32.2 109.7 I.~ : 0-22·
28-J~-8:5 179 · 25.4 2.4 0.697 30.9 158.4 1.6 : 0-15,
22-JUL-85 203 I 25.7 10.3 1.386 22.9
164.6 2.2 : 2-22
I
23-JUL-es 204 : 2~.7 11.9 1. 418 20.9 183.~
2.7 I 1-22I
24-JUL-95 205 · 23.6 8.5 1.133 23.3 215.3 2.5 : 1-23·
2~-JUL-es 206 I 2~.3 7.9 1. 151 23.1
233.1 3.2 : 2-22,
26-JUl.-es 207




26-MAY-86 146 · 21.0 11.5 0.514 28.3 278.7 4.4 · 8-23I I
21-HAY-86 147 · 27.3 10.3 0.985 29.0 254.6 3. 1 : 0-23·<4-JUN-86 155 I 22.5 3.8 1.008 19.6 162.7 1.9 : 0-23I
:5-JUN-86 156 I 22.9 3.5 0.886 23.9 158.4
1.9 : 0-23
I
9-JUN-86 160 · 18.8 7.7 0.867 25.2 317.0 3.8 I 0-23· II1-JUN-96 162 I 22.2 7.Cl 0.446 31.1 160.0 2. 1 I 7-23I I
12-JUN-86 163 I 28.3 2. 1 O.57€. 32.1
174. 1 2.0 : 0-23·16-JUN-B6 167 : 28.3 1.7 0.:541 23.2 248.6 2.9 : 0-23




, 26.8 7.9 1.0'34 26.6 290.0 2.4 :
0-17,
23-JUN-86 174 : 26.0 9.7 1.188 18.3 234.2
2.7 : 0-23
2<4-JUN-86 17~ I 20.~ 9.6 1.254 11.0
147.0 1.7 : 0-23
I
3O-JUN-86 181 ; 27.2 9.2 1.337 19. 1
170.8 2.0 I 0-23I
I-JUL-86 182 I 31.3 7.6 0.898 27.7 195. 1
2.3 · 0-23I I
2-JUL-86 183 ; 31.~ 11.9 1. 174 24.4
201.4 2.4 : 0-23
7-JLt..-86 188 : 28.2 8.8 1.427 17.5 1:53.1 1.7
: 0-23
9-JUL-86 190 · 28.1 13.3 1.511 17.7 145.9 1.6 : 0-23·10-JUL-86 191 · 28.0 9.2 1. 168 17.~ 149.8 1.5
, 0-23I
14-JUl.-86 195 I 32.8 10.0 1.268 23.8
172.1 2. 1 I 0-23
I
I
1~-JUL-86 196 I 33.5 13.2 1.346 27.9
253.8 2.8 : 0-23
16-JUL-B6 197 · 27.0 1~.8 1.538 19.6 308.5 3.5 I 0-23· I22-JUl.-86 203 I 26.3 9.9 1.356 24.4 195. 1 2.3 : 0-23I
23-JUL-86 204 I 28.9 13. 1 1 . 5:51 22.0
256.7 2.9 : 0-23,
24-JUL-86 205 : 30.2 9.2 1.072 26.1 151. 8 1.7
: 0-23
28-JUL-86 20Cl · 32.8 4.2 0.552 29.0 176.6 2.0 : 0-23·29-JUL-86 210 I 3~.5 5.2 0.737 28.0 160.6 1.8 : 0-23
30-JUL-86 211 I 34.2 8.8 0.978 30.6 159.4
2.0 : 0-23
I
4-AUG-86 216 I 2B.Cl 9.7 1.260 14.6 209.1
2.7 : 6-23
5-AUG-86 217 : 31.~ 7.9 1.190 20.0 203.3
2.4 : 0-23
6-AUG-86 218 : 33.2 12.9 1.156 27.5 205.7 2.3
: 0-23
l1-AOO-86 223 I 32.5 8.4 1. 180 23.3 182.4
2.2 : 0-23
12-AUO-B6 224 I 3'4.6 13.0 1.496 19.8 181 . 1
2. 1 : 0-23
I
13-AUG-B6 225 I 33. I 10.4 1.298 25.9
1&7.8 1.9 : 0-23,
Table 3. Alfalfa evapotranspiration data (USDA Lysimeters vs. Chamber), Colorado State University Farm,
Center. Colorado, 1986. Plot U refers to six different areas near the lysimeters chosen for
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E.-JUN-e6 1~7 I ~ .. 1 I I Av.ET(tI\/1l) 6.5 6.7 0.96
J 6.3 2 I I .td.dev. 0.7 0 .•





~-JUL-86 206 • 4.9 1 I I AveETC",m) 5.4 6.0 0.90
I S.O 2 I I .td.d.v. 0.4 0.7




Table 4. Evapotranspiration summary. Averages at all (pumping project area) sites.
all plots. 1985 and 1986.
ET SUMMARY I Ave. Av••
Plot Date Sp.n I Total ET OailyET :
Meth.:)d of
(mm) (mtn/day) I Measurement
.~a•••••••••••••••••• ~I •••••••••••• 3_.#.=~D~2•• ~s:m••= •• ~=~:==.~~==.2=~.
SITE II 1'985 I
Lys.I3W 221"1Y-24JL I 116 1 . 8 : Chdmber
Lye.SG 221'1Y-24JL I 185 2.<1 I Chamber
SaltGrass22l"1Y-24JL I 22f. 3.6 : Ct'dmber
upl.85 22t1V-24JL I 115 1.8 : Chdmber
RBII 22r1V-24JL : 216 3.4 : Chamber
GWll 221'1V-24JL : 228 3.6 I Chall'lber
Lys.lowBS22I"1V-24JL I 145 2.3 : Chamber
lowl.BS 22t1V-24JL I 1~9 2.5 I Chamber
USSR-8S 221"1V-24JL I 113 L8 I Lysimeter
USBR-GW 22t1V-24JL I 118 1. '9 I Lysimete
r
USSR-Sa 221'1V-24JL I 160 2.6 : Lysimeter
USBR-R8 22t1V-24JL I 5'9 0.9 : LySlmeter
I
SIT£ .1 1986 I
Ave. GW 261'1V-lIAG I 253 3.3 I Chamber
Ave. RB 26"'V-l1"G I 258 3.4 t Chamber
Ave. SG 26t1V-lIAG I Z'19 3.9 : Chamber
Ave. as 26I1V-lIAO I 183 2.4 : Chamber
USSR-GW 26I'1V-lIAO I eo 1 . l) : Lysll1'leter
USBR-RB 26t1V-ll AG I 64 0.8 : Lysimeter
USeR-sa 2611V-llAG : 118 1.5 : Lysimeter
USSR-BS 26,.,..,.-11AG I 90 1.2 : Lyslmeter
I
SITE _2 1986 I
AvGW-SW3 271'1V-12AG I 261 3.4 : et,amber
AvRB-5W3 27"V-12AG I 376 4.9 I Chatnber
AvGW-chk 27r1Y-12AG : 292 3.7 : Chamber
AvRB-chk 271'1Y-12AG I 338 4.4 : Chamber
I
SITE .3 1986 I
Ave. GW 9J"'-13AG I 222 3.4 I Ch.",ber
AvlP. RB 9JUN-13AG I 23~ 3.6 I Chamber
Table 5. Mean plant dimensions for measured plants at all sites, 1986.
MEAN PLANT 0 I MENS IONS
Mean Plant
Sit. D.scription I Pl.nt I Av~. AvO· AvO· I Sph.rical
(ET ",.a.ur.",.nt I Hel~ht Spr.ad Spread I Surf.ce A", ••
m.thod ) I (m) x(",) y(~) I (_q.l1D)
··········_···········I························aal&~··z.E.m...... ~....._......EaEE·~·I··EKn.c.EE•••a........
Si.te II - USBR I ar ........ood I 0.79 0.84 0.96 I 2.36
Lyslmet.r Sit. I (Ch.mber)
Gr .......ood I 0.31 0.50 0.91 I L23
(ly.i met.r)
Rabbltbrush z 0.60 0.7~ 0.95 I 1. 91
I (Ch.lftb.r)
z R.bbltbru.h : 0.43 0.6<4 0.67 z 1. 09
I (ly.lm.t.r)
z S.lt Gra•• I 0.23 N.A. N.A. I N.A.
I (Ch.Mber)
z S.lt Gra•• I 0.18 N. A. N.A. I N. A.
I (ly.i"".t.r)
I
Sit. '2 - z Gr ••••wood <SW3) I 0.73 0.70 0.81 : 1.76
Salv.Oe Well 3 I (Challftb.r)
(SW3) .nd t Gr .......ood (CK) z 0.64 0.68 0.78 I 1. ~:5
ch.ck _ite I <Chamb.r) I I
(CIO : R.bbitbru.h <SW3) : O.5~ 0.88 0.92 I 2.01
I <Chamb.r) I I
I R.bbitbru.h <CK) I 0.48 0.74 0.87 I 1. 61
I (Cha",b.r) I I
t I I
Site 13 - I Gr ••••..,ood I 0.68 0.68 0.82 I 1. 67
Ob.ervation I <Chamber) I I
W.ll 371 I R.bbitbrush I 0.49 0.68 0.86 I 1. ~1
(0"1371) I (Chalftb.r) I I
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Filiture lao The San Luis Valley, Colorado.
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I - USBR Lys1meter Site
II - Salvage Well 3
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IV - CSU Farm - Alfalfa Lys1meters
Figure lb. USBR Closed Basin Division project area, San Luis Valley. Colorado.
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Figure 2. Diurnal evapotranspiration measured with a portable chamber. Rabbitbrush vI,
USBR Lys1meter site. 28 July 1986.
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Figure 3. Diurnal Wind Speed, USBR Lysimeter site, 28 July 1986.
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Figure 4. Diurnal Solar Radiation. USBR Lyslmeter site. 28 July 1986,
TEMPERATURE
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Figure 5. Diurnal temperature, USBR Lysimeter site, 28 July 1986.
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Figure 6. Diurnal Vapor Pressure, USBR Lysimeter site, 28 July 1986.
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Figure 7. Evapotranspiration Comparison - Lysimeter versus Chamber measurements on
Greasewood plots. USBR Lysimeter site, 1985.
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION COMPARISON


















Figure 8. Evapotranspiration Comparison - Lysimeter versus Chamber measurements on
Rabbitbrush plots. USBR Lysimeter site, 1985.
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION COMPARISON
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Figure 9. Evapotranspiration Comparison .- Lysimeter versus Chamber measurements on
Salt Grass plots. USBR Lysimeter site, 1985.
EVAPORATION COMPARISON
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Figure 10. Evaporation Comparison - Lysimeter versus Chamber measurements on
Bare 5011 plots. USBR Lysimeter site, 1985.
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Figure 11. Evapotranspiration Comparison - Lysimeter versus Chamber measurements on
Greasewood plots. USSR Lysimeter site, 1986.
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION COMPARISON






















figure 12. Evapotranspiration Comparison - Lysimeter versus Chamber m
easurements on













BARE SOIL : LYSIMETER SITE. 1986
Site 01
o USBR Lysimeter





Figure 13. Evaporation Comparison - Lysimeter versus Chamber measurements on
Bare Soil plots. USBR Lysimeter site, 1986.
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Figure 14. Evapotranspiration Comparison - Lysimeter versus Chamber measurements on
Salt Grass plots. USBR Lys1meter site, 1986.
MEAN EVAPOTRANSPIRATION



















Figure 15. Mean Evapotrarlspiration + std. error, Greasewood and Rabbitbrush plots,
ob se rva t i on We 11 3 77 ( Site I) 3), 1986 .
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Figure 16. Groundwater levels for the seasonal measurement period. Observation Hell 377
(OW)77) site, 1936.
MEAN EVAPOTRANSPIRATION




















Figure 17. Mean Evapotranspiration ~ std. error, Greasewood and Rabbitbrush plots,
USBR Lysimeter site (Site P1), 1986.
GROUNDWATER LEVEL




and Bare 5011 plots
































Fieure 18. Groundwater levels for the seasonal measurement period. USBR Lysimeter site, 1936.
MEAN EVAPORATION & EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
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Figure 19. Mean Evapotranspiration + std. error for Salt Grass and ~ean Evaporation + std.
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Site 12
DWell 25W-l (7.6 m)
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<> Well lOOW-l (30.5 m)





Figure 20. Groundwater levels for the seasonal measurement period. Salvage Well 3 (SW3) site,
1986 (distances from the salvage well are denoted by values in the parentheses).
MEAN EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
GREASEWOOD : SW3 AND CHECK SITES. 1986
7 i - _.~-~
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Site U2
o Salvage Well 3 (3 plots)
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Figure 21. Mean Evapotranspiration + std. error, Greasewood plots, Salvage Well 3 (SW3) and
check sites, 1986.
MEAN EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
RABBtTBRUSH : SW3 AND CHECK SITES. 1986
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Figure 22. Mean Evapotranspiration ~ std. error, Rabbltbrush plots, Salvage Well 3 (SW3) and
check sites, 1986.
MEAN ET/PLANT SIZE
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Figure 23. Mean Evapotranspiration per Plant Surface Area + std. error, Greasewood plots,
Salvage Well 3 (SW3) and check sites, 1986.
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Figure 24. Mean Evapotranspiration per Plant Surface Area + std. error, Rabbitbrush plots,
Salvage Well 3 (SW3) and check sites, 1986. -
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URBAN-METROPOLITAN INSTITUTIONS FOR WATER PLANNING DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT: AN
ANALYSIS OF USAG':S OF THE TERM "INSTITUTIONS." by Nonnan Wengert.
SEARCHING THE SOCIAL SCIENCE LiTERATURE ON WATER: A GUIDE TO SELECTED INFORMATION
STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS - PRELIMINARY VERSION. by Fred Hogge and Nonnan Wengert.
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT DECISIONS IN COLORADO, by Steven R. Nichols, Gaylord V.
Skogerboe, and Robert C. Ward.
INSTITUTIONS FOR URBAN-METROPOLITAN WATER MANAGEMENT: ESSAYS IN SOCIAL THEORY, by
Nonnan Wengert.
SELECTION OF TEST VARIABLE FOR MINIMAL TIME DETECTION OF BASIN RESPONSE TO NATURAL
OR INDUCED CHANGES, by H. J. Morel-Seytoux.
GROUND WATER RECHARGE AS AFFECTED BY SURFACE VEGETATION AND MANAGEMENT. by A. Klute,
R. E. Danielson, D. R. Linden, and Philip Hamaker.
THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS IN THE PREDICTION OF SMALL WATERSHED RESPONSE, by E. F.
Schulz and V. Yevjevich.
EXPERIMENTS IN SMALL WATERSHED RESPONSE, by E. F. Schulz and V. Yevjevich.
ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF COLORADO WATER LAW, by G. E. Radosevich,
K. C. Nobe, R. L. Meek, and J. E. Flack.
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF WATER MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES IN URBANIZING RIVER BASINS.
by Wynn R. Walker and Gaylord V. Skogerboe (Partial Completion Report).
EVALUATION OF URBAN WATER MANAGEMENT POLICIES IN THE DENVER METROPOLITAN AREA. by
Wynn R. Walker, Robert C. Ward, and Gaylord V. Skogerboe (Partial Completion Report).
COORDINATION OF AGRICULTURAL AND URBAN WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN THE UTAH LAKE
DRAINAG&.AREA, by Wynn R. Walker, Thomas L. Huntzinger, and Gaylord V. Skogerboe
(Partial Completion Report).
INSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTIMAL WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN ARID URBAN ARfAS.
by Wynn R. Walker, Gaylord V. Skogerboe, Robert C. Ward. and Thomas L. Huntzinger.
IMPROVEMENTS IN MOVING SPRINKLER IRRIGATION SYSTEMS FOR CONSERVATION OF WATER, by
Donald L. Miles. .
SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT OF INFILTRATION WITH APPLICATIONS, by H. J. Morel-Seytoux.
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SOIL WATER FLOW SYSTEMS INVOLVING HYSTERESIS, by A. Klute
and R. W. Gillham.
CONSOLIDATION OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS: PHASE 1 - ENGINEERING, LEGAL. AND SOCIOLOGICAL
CONSTRAINTS AND/OR FACILITATORS, by Gaylord V. Skogerboe. George E. Radosevich,
and Evan C. Vlachos.
SYSTEMATIC DESIGN OF LEGAL REGULATIONS FOR OPTIMAL SURFACE - GROUNDWATER USAGE -



























































































CO~PLETrON REPORT SERIES (continued)
54 GEOLOGIC FACTORS IN THE EVALUATION OF WATER POLLUTION POTENTIAL AT MOUNTAIN
DWELL:~G SITES, by L. K. Burns, D. R. McCrumb, and S. M. Morrison.
55 WATER LAW IN RELATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, by David R. Allardice, George E.
Radosevich, Kenneth R. Kobel, and Gustav A. Swanson.
56 EVALUATION AND I~PLEMENTATION OF URBAN DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS, by
.Neil S. G~igg. Leonard R. Rice, Leslie H. Botha~, and W. J. Shoemaker.
57 SNOW-A!R INTERACTIONS AND MANAGEMENT OF MOUNTAIN WATERSHED SNOWPACK. by James R.
Meima~ and Lewis O. Grant.
58 PRIMARY 8ATA ON ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AND WATER USE IN PROTOTYPE OIL SHALE DEVELOPMENT
AREAS OF COLORADO: AN INITIAL INQUIRY, by S. Lee Gray.
59 A SYSTE~ FOR GEOLOGIC EVALUATION OF POLLUTION AT MOUNTAIN DWELLING SITES. by
James P. Wa Hz.
60 RESEARCH ~EEDS AS RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEDIMENT STANDARDS IN RIVERS. by
Johannes Gessler.
61 ECONOMIC AND INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF COLORADO ~ATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT. by
Robert A. Young. G. E. Radosevich, S. L. Gray. and Kenneth Leathers.
62 FEASIBILITY AND POTENTIAL OF ENHANCING WATER RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES ON HIGH
CGeNTRY RESERVOIRS, by Robert Aukerman.
63 ANALVSIS OF COLORADO PRECIPITATION. by ~arie Kuo and Stephen Cox.
64 C0~DUTER ESTI~A;ES OF NATURAL RECHARGE FROM SOIL MOISTURE DATA - HIGH PLAINS OF
COLORADO, by Pobert A. longenbaugh.
~5 URBAN DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS: ECONOMIC. LEGAL AND FINANCIAL ASPECTS,
by Neil $. Grigg, L. S. Tucker. Leonard Rice, and J. Shoemaker.
66 INDIVIDUAL HOME WASTEWATER CHARACTERIZATION AND TREATMENT. by Edwin R. Bennett
and K. Daniel Linstedt.
67 TOXIC HEAVY METALS IN GROUNDWATER OF A PORTION OF THE FRONT RANGE MINERAL BELT.
by Kenneth W. Edwards and Ronald W. Klusman.
68 SYSTEMATIC DESIGN OF LEGAL REGULATIONS FOR OPTIMAL SURFACE-GROUNDWATER USAGE -
PHASE 2. by H. J. Morel-Seytoux.
69 ENGINEERING AND ECOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF ANTITRANSPIRANTS FOR INCREASING RUNOFF
IN COLORADO WATERSHEDS. by Frd~k Kreith.
70 AN ECONO~IC ANALYSIS OF WATER USE IN COLORADO'S ECONOMY. by S. Lee Gray.
71 SALT TRANSPORT IN SOIL PROFILES WITH APPLICATION TO IRRIGATION RETURN FLOW - The
Dissolution and Transport of Gypsum in Soils, by T. K. Glas and D. B. McWhorter.
72 TOXIC HEAVY METALS IN GROUNDWATER OF A PORTION OF THE FRONT RANGE MINERAL BELT, by
Ronald W. Klusman and Kenneth W. Edwards.
73 PRODUCTION OF MUTANT PLANTS CONDUCIVE TO SALT TOLERANCE, by M. W. Nabors.
74 THE RELEVANCE OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN LONG TERM WATER RESOURCES PLANNING, by
Roger G. Kraynick and Charles W. Howe.
75 PHYSICAL AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS ON THE LOCAL AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY OF WATE~ TRANSFER
TO CITIES, by Raymond L. Anderson, Norman I. Wengert. and Robert D. Heil.
76 DETERMINATION Of SNOW DEPTH AND WATER EQUIVALENT BY REMOTE SENSING, by Harold W.
Steinho(f and Albert H. Barnes.
77 EVAPORATION OF WASTEWATER FROM MOUNTAIN CABINS. by John C. Ward.
78 SELECTING AND PLANNING H:GH COUNTRY RESERVOIRS FOR RECREATION WITHIN A MULTIPURPOSE
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK. by Robert Aukerman. Clarence A. Carlson, Robert L. Hi11er.
John W. Labadie.
79 EVALUATION OF THE STORAGE OF DIFFUSE SOURCES OF SALINITY IN THE UPPER COLORADO
RIVER BASIN, by Jonathan B. Laronne and Stanley A. Schumm.
80 ACHIEVING URBAN WATER CONSERVATION. A HANDBOOK, by J. Ernest Flack, Wade P. Weakley,
and Duane W. Hi 11.
81 ACHIEVING UR8AN WATER CONSERVATION: TESTING COMMUNITY ACCEPTANCE, by Robert W.
Snodgrass and Duane W. Hill.
82 DEVE~OP~ENT OF A SU3SURFACE HYDROLOGIC MODEL AND USE FOR INTESRATED MANAGEMENT





























































COMPLETION REPORT SERIES (continued) Page 4.
Number Date Price
83 ~ODELLING THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF FLOODPLAINS TO URBANIZATION IN EASTERN NEW Jan. 7.50
E~GLAND. by Donald O. Doehring and Mark E. Smith. 1978
84 POLlUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STORMWATER RUNOFF~ by Edwin R. Bennett and Sept. 8.00K. Daniel Linstedt. 1978
85 DEVELOPMENT OF A DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR URBANIZING Sept. 3.00
COMMUNITIES - PART I. by Eugene J. Riordan~ N~il S. Grigg. and Robert L. Hiller. 1978
86 DEVELOPMENT OF A DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR URBANIZING Sept. 8.00
COMMUNITIES - PART II. by Eugene J. Riordan. Neil S. Grigg. and Robert L. Hiller. 1978
87 DEVELOPMENT OF A STREAM-AQUIFER MODEL SUITED FOR MANAGEMENT. by H. J. Morel-Seytoux. Aug. 4.00
1978
88 INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE WATER MANAGEMENT IN COLORADO. by Nov. 5.00Phillip O. Foss. 1978
89 SYNTHESIS AND CALIBRATION OF A RIVER BASIN WATER MANAGEMENT MODEL~ by John M. Shaf~r Oct. 4.00
and John W. Labadie. 1978
90 MODELS FOR SYSTEM WATER PLANNING WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO WATER REUSE~ by June 6.00
D. W. Hendricks a~d H. J. Morel-Seytoux. 1978
91 ECONOMIC BENEFITS FROM INSTREAM FLOW IN A COLORADO MOUNTAIN STREAM~ by John T. June 6.00
Daubert, Robert A. Young. and S. Lee Gray. 1979
92 HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF MOUNTAIN SOILS, by Owen R. Will1ams. Stanley L. Ponce~ Sept. 4.00
James R. Meiman, and Mark Spearnak. 1918
93 APPLICATION OF GEOMORPHIC PRINCIPLES TO ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT IN SEMIARID REGIONS~ Feb. 4.00
by S. A. Schumm~ M. T. Bradley, and Z. B. Beg1n. 1980
WATER RESOURCES FOR URBAN LAWNS, by William R. Kneebone. Ian L. Pepper. Robert E. Sept. 5.00
Danielson, William E. Hart. tarry O. Pochop. and John Borelli (Regional Project - 1979
CWIC) .
SALINITY MANAGEMENT OPTIONS FOR THE COLORADO RIVER. by Jay C. Anderson and Alan P. June 6.00
Kleinman (Regional Project - B-101-UTAH). 1978
94 CONSOLIDATION OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS: PHASE II. ENGINEERING. ECONOMIC. LEGAL AND May 9.00
SOCIOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS~ by Evan C. Vlachos. Paul C. Huszar. George E. Radosevich, 1980
and Gaylord V. Skogerboe.
95 DROUGHT-INDUCED PROBLEMS AND RESPONSES OF SMALL TOWNS AND RURAL WATER ENTITIES June 5.00
IN COLORADO: THE 1976-1978 DROUGHT, by Charles W. Howe. 1980
96 THE PRODUCTION OF AGRICULTURALLY USEFUL MUTANT PLANTS WITH CHARACTERISTICS CONDUCIVE Oct. 4.00
TO SALT TOLERANCE AND EFFICIENT WATER UTILIZATION~ by Murray W. Nabors. 1979
97 WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR URBAN LAWNS IN COLORAOO~ by Robert E. Danielson. WilliaM E. Aug. 4.00
Hart. Charles M. Feldhake. and Peter M. Haw. 1980
98 THE EFFECT OF ALGAL INHIBITORS ON HIGHER PLANT TISSUES. by Paul Kugrens. July 3.50
1980
99 APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING IN HYDROLOGY. by William D. Striffler and Sept. 4.00
Diana C. FHz . 1980
100 A WATERSHED INFORMATION SYSTEM. by Anton G. Thomsen and .William D. Str1ffler. Sept. 5.00
1980
101 AN EMPIRICAL APPLICATION OF A MODEL FOR ESTIMATING THE RECREATION VALUE OF INSTREAM Oct. 4.00
FLOW, by Richard G. Walsh. Ray K. Ericson. Daniel J. Arosteguy~ and Michael P. Hansen. 1980
102 MEASURING BENEFITS AND THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF WATER IN RECREATION ON HIGH COUNTRY Sept. 4.00
RESERVOIRS, by Richard G. Walsh. Robert Auk~rman~ and Robert Milton. 1980'.103 EMPIRICAL APPLICATION OF A MODEL'FOR ESTIMATING THE RECREATION VALUE Of WATER IN Dec. 4.00
RESERVOIRS COMPARED TO INSTREAM FLOW. by Richard G. Walsh. 1980
104 DETECTION OF WATER QUALITY CHANGES THROUGH OPTIMAL TESTS AND RELIABILITY OF TESTS. Sept. 5.00
by Roy W. Koch. Thomas G. Sanders. and Hubert Morel-Seytoux. 1980
105 MUNICIPAL WATER USE IN NORTHERN COLORADO: DEVELOPMENT OF EFFICIENCY-Of-USE Sept. 5.00
CRITERION. by Anne U. White, A. N. DiNatale. Joanne Gr~enbert. and J. Ernest Flack. 1"980
106 URBAN LAWN IRRIGATION AND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR WATER SAVING WITH MINIMUM EFFECT May 7.00
ON LAWN QUALITY. by Robert E. Danielson and Charles M. Feldhake. 1981
107 ROLE OF SEDIMENT IN NON-POINT SOURCE SALT LOADING WITHIN THE UPPER COLORADO RIVER Aug. 9.00
BASIN, by H. W. Shen, J. B. Laronne, E. O. Enck~ G. Sunday, K. K. Tanj1. 1981
L. O. Whittig, and J. W. Biggar.
108 WATERLOGGING CONTROL FOR IMPROVED WATER AND LAND USE EFFICIENCIES: A SYSTEMATIC Dec. 6.00
ANALYSIS. by Angus Simpson, H. J. Morel-Seytoux. R. A. Young, G. E. Radosevich. 1981






























COMPLETIO~ ~EPORT SERIES (continued)
SALT- AND DROUGHT-TOLERA~T CROP PLANTS FOR WATER CONSERVATION. by Murray W. Nabors.
GEOMOPP~IC AND LI;HOlOGIC CONTROLS OF DIFFUSE-SOURCE SALINITV. GRAND VALLEY.
WESTERN COLORADO. Jy Richard K. Johnson and Stanley A. Schumm.
INVESTIGATION OF OSJECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND OPERATTON RULES FOR STORAGE RESERVOIRS.
BY Vujica Yevjevich, Warren A. Hall, and Jose D. Salas.
DAILY OP:QATIONAL TOOL FOR MAXIMUM BENEFICIAL USE MANAGEMENT OF SURFACE AND
GROUNDWATERS IN A BASIN. by H. J. Morel-Seytoux, Kristine L. Verdin. ~nd
T. H. 11 i angasekare.
A ~ATEK HA~D3~a~ ~aR META~ MIN!NG OPERATIONS, by Thomas R. Wildeman.
PLANNING WATER REeSE: DEVELOPMENT OF REUSE THEORY AND THE INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL.
VOL. :: FUNDAMENTALS, by Charles D. Turner and David W. Hendricks.
PLANNING WATER RE~SE: nEV£LOPMENT OF REUSE THEORY AND THE INPUT-OUTPVT MODEL,
VOL. II: APPLICATION. by Darrel Klooz and David W. Hendricks.
EF~ECTS OF RELEASES OF SEDIMENT FPOM RESERVOIRS ON STREAM BIOTA, by James V. Ward.
DYNAMIC WATER ROUT!NG USING A PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD WITH SED!MENT ROUTING,
by D. B. Simons, R. M. Li, J. Garbrecht, and R. K. Simons.
~:CN~~IC ASPECTS O~ COST-SHARING ARRANGEMENTS FOR FEDERAL IRRIGATION PROJECTS:
A CASE S;UDY, by Ghebreyohannes Keleta. Robert A. Young. and Edward Sparling.
ECONO~!C ISSUES !~ RESOLVING CONFLICTS IN WATER USE, by S. l. Gray and R. A. Young.
THE EFFECTS OF WATER CONSERVATION ON NEW WATER SUPPLY FOR URBAN COLORADO UTILITIES.
by Carol Ellinghouse and Geo~ge McCoy.
SOLAR HEATING OF WAST:WATER STABILIZATION PONDS, by Stanley l. Klemetson.
ECO~OMIC IMPACTS OF TRANSFERRING WATER FROM AGRICULTURE TO ALTERNATIVE USES IN
COLORADO, by Robert A. Young.
ARTIFICIAL GROUNDWATER RECHARGE, SAN LUIS VALLEY, COLORADO, by Dan Sunada.
EFFEC;S OF WILDERN~SS LEGISLATION ON WATER-PROJECT DEVELOPMENT IN COLORADO,
by Glen D. Weaver.
A RIVER BASIN NETWORK MODEL FOR CONJUNCTIVE USE OF SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER:
PROGRAM CONSIM, by John W. Labadie. Sanguan Phamwon. and Rogelio C. Lazaro.
INCREASING THE ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY AND AFFORDABILITY OF STORM DRAINAGE PROJECTS.
by Harold C. Cochrane and Paul C. Huszar.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR PREDICTION OF SOIL MOISTURE PROFILES. by H. J. Morel-Seytoux.
DISSOLVED SOLIDS HAZARDS IN THE SOUTH PLATTE BASIN. VOL. I: SALT TRANSPORT IN
THE RIVER, by Ramon V. Gomez-Ferrer and D. W. Hendricks.
DISSOLVED SOLIDS HAZARDS IN THE SOUTH PLATTE BASIN, VOL. II: SALT BALANCE ANALYSIS.
by C. D. Turner and D. W. Hendricks.
CONJUNCTIVE OPERATION OF A SURFACE RES£RVOIR AND THE GROUNDWATER STORAGE THROUGH A
HYDRAULICALLY CONNECTED STREAM, by Hubert J. Morel-Seytoux.
THE EFFEGT OF LI:HOLOGY AND CLIMATE ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF DRAINAGE BASINS IN
NORTHWESTERN COLORADO, by SandraL. Eecker.
SPECIFIC YIELD BY GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING POTENTIAL FOR THE DENVER BASIN, by
David B. McWhorter.
VOLUNTARY BASINWIDE WATER MANAGEMENT: SOUTH PLATTE RIVER BASIN. COLORADO,
by Neil S. Grigg. H. P. Caulfield, Jr"., N. A. Evans, J. E. Flack, D. W. Hendricks.
J. W. Labadie, D. B. McWhorter, H. J. Morel-Seytoux, W. L. Raley, and R. A. Young.
EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE ELECTRICITY RATES AND RATE STRUCTUPES ON ELECTRICITY AND
WATER USE ON THE COLORADO HIGH PLAINS, by Richard L. Gardner, Robert A. Young, and
Lawrence Conklin.
COST-EFFECTIVE DESIGN AND OPERATION OF URBAN STORMWATER CONTROL SYSTEMS: DECISION-
SUPPORT SOF;WARE, ~y Joh~ W. labadie, Neil S. Grigg. Dennis M. Morrow, and
David K. Robinson.
VAP:AS:LITv O~ GNUTILTZEJ SUP~ACE ~ATER SUPPLiES FROM T~E VAMPA AND W~!TE PIVER
























































































COMPLETION REPORT SERIES (continued) Page 6.
Number Date Price
137 THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT AND WATER DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE SOUTH PLATTE BASIN 9 Aug. 6.00
by Lawrence J. MacDonnell. 1985
138 THE POTENTIAL OF MODIFIED FLOW-RELEASE RULES FOR KINGSLEY DAM IN MEETING CRANE
HABiTAT REQUIREMENTS--PLATTE RIVER 9 NEBRASKA, by Hsieh Wen Shen, Kim Lo; Hiew and Nov.
Eric Loubser. 1985 7.00
139 GUIDELINES ~OR DEVELOPING AREA-Of-ORIGIN COMPENSATION, by Lawrence J. MacDonnell, Dec.
Char1es W. Howe, James N. Corbridge, Jr. and W. Ashley Ahrens. 1985 5.00
140 MONITORING STRATEGIES FOR GROUNDWATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT, by Jim C. Loftis, Robert
H. Montgomery, Jane Harris, David Nettles, P. Steyen Porter, Robert C. Ward, and April
Thomas G. Sanders. 1986 5.00





















AN INVENTORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES RESEARCH IN PROGRESS - ColoradO State
University.
ECONOMICS OF WATER QUALITY--SALINITY POLLUTION - Abridged Bibliography, by
Constance A. ~iller.
AN INVENTORY OF ENVIRONMENTA~ RESOURCES RESEARCH IN PROGRESS - Colorado State
University.
PROCEEDINGS WORKSHOP ON HOME SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN COLORAD0 9 edited by Robert C. Ward.
DIRECTORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH FACULTY - Colorado State UniYersity.
WATER LAW AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOURCE
MATERIAL. by George E. Radosevich 9 David R. Allardice, Gustav A. Swanson, and
Kanneth R. Koebel.
WILDLIFE AND THE ENVIRONMENT. Proceedings of the Governorls Conference 9
Ma rc h, 1973.
INVENTORY OF CURRENT WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH AT COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON LAND TREATMENT AND SECONDARY EFFLUENT.
PROCEEDINGS OF A WORKSHOP ON REVEGETATION OF HIGH-ALTITUDE DISTURBED LANDS 9
Co-Chairman: W. A. Berg, J. A. Brown 9 and R. L. Cuany.
SURFACE REHABILITATION OF LAND DISTURBANCES RESULTING FROM OIL SHALE DEVELOPMENT,
by C~ Wayne Cook {Executive Summary}.
WATER QUALITY CONTROL AND ADMINISTRATION LAWS AND REGULATIONS 9 by George E.
Radosevich and Peggy Allen.
FLOOD PLAIN MANAGEMENT OF THE CACHE LA POUORE RIVER NEAR FORT COLLINS, COLORADO,
by Glendol M. Combs. Robert A. McDonald, Maryin R. Martens, and Garry M. Rowe
(Limited '"umber).
BIBLIOGRAPHY PERTINENT TO DISTURBANCE AND REHABILITATION OF ALPINE AND SUBALPINE
LANDS IN THE SOUTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAINS, by Ordell Steen and William A. Berg.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON WATER POLICIES ON U.S. IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE: ARE
INCREASED ACREAGES NEEDED TO MEET DOMESTIC OR WORLD NEEDS? by Victor A. Koelzer.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON TRICKLE IRRIGATION, by Stephen W. Smith and Wynn R. Walker.
CACHE LA POUDRE RIVER NEAR FORT COLLINS. COLO. - FLOOD MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES -
RELOCATIONS AND LEVIES, by Robert E. Ko;rtyohann, Ronald L. Miller 9 Loren W. Pope.
and Charles C. Stein.
MINIMUM STREAM FLOWS AND LAKE LEVELS IN COLORA00 9 by Charles G. Rhinehart.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY OBJECTIVE OF PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS FOR PLANNING,

























































































PROCEEDINGS~ SECOND WORKSHOP ON HOME SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN COLORADO. edited by
Robert Ward.
PROCEEDINGS: HIGH ALTITUDE REVEGETATION WORKSHOP NO. 2~ edited by R. H. Zuek and
L. F. Brown.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM IN LARIMER COUNTY. COLORADO.
by Dwayne A. Landenberger and Howard M. Whittington.
INVENTORY OF COLORADO'S FRONT RANGE MOUNTAIN RESERVOIRS~ by Robert Aukerman.
William T. Springer~ and James F. Judge.
FACTORS AFFECTING PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF FLOOD INSURANCE IN LARIMER AND WELD
COUNTIES, COLORADO, by Joel W. James. Joel 8. Kreger, and R. Oru Barrineau.
SURVEILLANCE DATA, PLAINS SEGMENT OF THE CACHE LA POUDRE RIVER. COLORADO. 1970-1977,
by S. M. Morrison.
WATER USE AND MANAGEMENT IN AN ARID REGION (Fort Collins. Colorado and Vicinity).
by John W. Anderson, Craig W. DeRemer, and Radford S. Hall.
PROCEEDINGS. COLORADO DROUGHT WORKSHOPS, Sponsored by Colorado Water Conservation
Board and Colorado Drought Coueil.
PROCEEDINGS: HIGH ALTITUDE REVEGETATION WORKSHOP NO.3, edited by S. T. Kenny.
PROCEEDINGS. THIRD WORKSHOP ON HOME SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN COLORADO - COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT, by Robert C. Ward.
THE LARIMER-WELD COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 208 WATER QUALITY PLAN: AN ASSESSMENT AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DIRECTIONS, by Leonard F. Bryniarski, Kenneth W. Carter.
Howard D. Danley, and Joseph_E. Gurule.
THE DENVER BASIN: ITS BEDROCK AQUIFERS. by M. W. Bittinger.
SNOWPACK AUGMENTATION BY CLOUD SEEDING IN COLORADO AND UTAH, by Roderick A.
Chisholm II and Ronald L. Grimes.
THE IMPACTS OF IMPROVING EFFICIENCY OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS ON WATER AVAILABILITY
IN THE LOWER SOUTH PLATTE RIVER BASIN. by H. J. Morel- Seytoux, T. Illangasekare,
M. W. Bittinger, and Norman A. Evans.
SAN LUIS VALLEY WATER PROBLEMS: A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE, by G. E. Radosevich and
R. W. Rutz.
FEDERAL WATER STORAGE PROJECTS: PLUSES ANO MINUSES, by C. W. Howe.
CUTTING CITY WATER DEMAND. by J. Ernest Flack.
WATER FOR THE SOUTH PLATTE BASIN. by D. W. Hendricks. H. J. More1-Seytoux. and
C. Turner.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PRACTICES OF THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, by
Charles E. Crist and Ronald Lanier.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE SMALL WATERSHED PROGRAM, 1955-1978 - AN ANALYSIS. by
Wildon J. Fontenot.
PROCEEOINGS OF THE WORKSHOP ON INSTREAM FLOW HABITAT CRITERIA AND MODELING,
edited by George l. Smith.
EXPLORING WAYS OF INCREASING THE USE OF SOUTH PLATTE WATER. by John labadie and
John Shafer.'.PROCEEDINGS: "HIGH-ALTITUDE REVEGETATION WORKSHOP NO.4. edited by Charles L. Jackson
and Mark A. Schuster, C1imax Molybdenum Company.
AN EVALUATION OF THE CACHE LA POUDRE WILD AND SCENIC RIVER DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
iMPACT STATEMENT AND STUDY REPORT. by Michael J. Eubanks.
THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM IN THE LARIMER COUNTY, COLORADO AREA, by
Harry Shoudy.
PROCEEDINGS: FOURTH WORKSHOP ON HOME SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN COLORADO - STATE/COUNTY
COOPERATION IN MANAGING SMALL WASTEWATER FLOWS, by Robert C. Ward.
THE DECLINING ROLE OF THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
NATION'S WATER RESOURCES, by Charles Yoe.
SECTION 404 OF T~E CLEAN WATER ACT - AN EVALUATION OF THE ISSUES AND PERMIT PROGRAM
IMPLEMENTATION IN WESTERN COLORADO, by Dennis W. Barnett.




























































































49 PROCEEDINGS: FIFTH WORKSHOP ON HOME SEWAGE DISPOSAL IN COLORADO: OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF ON-SITE WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS, by Robert C. Ward.
50' POSSIBLE CAPTURE OF THE MISSISSIPPI BY THE ATCHAFAlAYA RIVER. by John D.
Higby. Jr .• P.E.
Sl ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION: APPLICANT BEHAVIOR AS A FACTOR IN OBTAINING PERMITS.
by Barney M. Opton.
52 A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF METHODOLOGIES FOR ESTIMATING URBAN FLOOD DAMAGES-PREVENTED
BENEFITS. by David P1azak.
53 PROCEEDINGS: HIGH-ALTITUDE REVEGETATION WORKSHOP NO.6. edited by Thomas A. Colbert
and Robin L. Cuany.
54 ARTIFICIAL AQUIFER RECHARGE IN THE COLORADO PORTION OF THE OGALLALA AQUIFER.
by Robert Longengaugh, Donald Miles. Earl Hess. and James Rubingh.
55 WORKSHOP ON WATER QUALITY MONITORING IN COLORADO. edited by Robert C. Ward and
William L. Ra1ey.
56 GROUNDWATER QUALITY PROTECTION POLICIES FOR THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION AND THE
NATION. Transcript of Proceedings.
57 PROCEEDINGS: SIXT~ WORKSHOP ON ON-SITE WASTEWATER TREATMENT IN
COLORADO. Edited by Robert C. Ward.
58 PROCEEDINGS: HIGH ALTITUDE REVEGETATION WORKSHOP NO.7. Edited by






































SURFACE REHABILITATION OF LAND DISTURBANCES RESULTING FROM OIL SHALE DEVELOPMENT,
by C. Wayne Cook. Study Coordinator.
ESTIMATED AVERAGE ANNUAL WATER BALANCE FOR PICEANCE AND YELLOW CREEK WATERSHEDS.
by Ivan F. Wymore.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FEDERAL WATER PROJECT RECREATION ACT IN COLORADO. by
John A. Spence.
VEGETATIVE STABILIZATION OF SPENT OIL SHALES. by H. P. Harbert and W. A. Berg.
REVEGETATION OF DISTURBED SURFACE SOILS IN VARIOUS VEGETATION ECOSYSTEMS OF THE
PICEANCE BASIN. by P. L. Sims and E. F. Redente.
COLORADO ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SYSTEMS (abridged), by Ross A. Whaley and A. A. Dyer.
MANUAL FOR TRAINING IN THE APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS (Water Resources
Council), by Henry Caulfie1d. Jr.
MODELS DESIGNED TO EFFICIENTLY ALLOCATE IRRIGATION WATER USE BASED ON CROP RESPONSE
TO SOIL MOISTURE STRESS. by Raymond L. Anderson. Dan Yaron. and Robert Young.
THE 1972 FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT'S AREA-WIDE PLANNING PROVISION: HAS
EXECUTIV~ IMPLEMENTATION MET CONGRESSIONAL INTENT? by Dennis F. Stark.
EFFICIENCY OF WASTEWATER DISPOSAt IN MOUNTAIN AREAS. by Richard G. Walsh. Jared P.
Soper, and Anthony A. Prato.
FEDERAL WATER RECREATION IN COLORADO: COMPREHENSIVE VIEW AND ANALYSIS. by
Kharol E. Stefanec.
RECREATION BENEFITS OF WATER QUALITY: ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK, SOUTH PLATTE
RIVER 8ASIN, COLORADO. by Richard G. Walsh. Ray K. Ericson. John R. McKean, and
Robert A. Young.
IMPACT OF IRRIGATION EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS ON WATER AVAILABILITY IN THE SOUTH
PLATTE RIVER BASIN. by M. W. Bittinger. R. E. Danielson. N. A. Evans. W. E. Hart,
H. J. Morel-Seytoux, and M. M. Skinner.
ECONOMIC VALUE OF BENEFITS FROM RECREATION AT HIGH MOUNTAIN RESERVOIRS, by
Richard G. Walsh. Robert Aukerman. and Dean Rudd.
WEEKLY CROP CONSUMPTIVE USE AND PRECIPITATION !N THE LOWER SOUTH PLATTE RIVER BASIN












































































TECHNICAL REPORT SERIfS (continued)
WATER MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR FRONT RANGE RIVER BASINS. by John W. labadie and
John M. Shafer.
LAND TREATMENT OF MUNICIPAL SEWAGE EFFLUENT AT HAYDEN. COLORADO. by K. A. Barbar1ck.
B. R. Sabey. and N. A. Evans.
AN INTERACTIVE RIVER BASIN WATER MANAGEMENT MODEL: SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATION,
by John M. Shafer.
AN ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE GENERAL MANAGEMENT FOR YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK.
by Richard G. Walsh.
DEVELOPMENT OF METHODOLOGIES FOR DETERMINING OPTIMAL WATER STORAGE STRATEGIES,
by Darrell G. Fontane and John W. Labadie.
THE ECONOM¥ O~ ALBANY. CARBON. AND SWEETWATER COUNTIES. WYOMING - DESCRIPTION
AND ANALvSIS. by John R. McKean and Joseph C. Weber.
AN INPUT-OUTPUT STUDY OF THE UPPER COLORADO MAIN STEM REGION OF WESTERN COLORADO,
~y John R. McKe~n and Joseph C. Weber.
THE ECONOMY OF MOFFAT. ROUTT. AND RIO BLANCO COUNTIES. COLORADO - DESCRIPTION
AND ANALYSIS. by John R. McKean and Joseph C. Weber.
THE SURVEY-BASED INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL AS A RESOURCE PLANNING TOOL. by John R. McKean.
THE ECON8MY OF NOR T4WESTERN COLORADO - DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS, by S. L. Gray.
J. R. McKean, and J. C. Weber.
AN INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS OF SPORTSMAN EXPENDITURES IN COLORADO. by John R. McKean.
AN INPUT-OUTPUT STUDY OF THE KREMMLING REGION OF WESTERN COLORADO. by
John R. McKean and Joseph W@ber.
AN ASSESSMENT OF WATER USE AND POLICIES IN NORTHERN COLORADO CITIES, by
Kelly N. DiNatale.
AN ECONOMIC INPUT-OUTPUT STUDY OF THE H!GH PLAINS REGION OF EASTERN COLORADO.
by John R. McKean, Ray K. Ericson. and Joseph C. Weber.
ENERGY PRODUCTION AND USE IN COLORADO'S HIGH PLAINS REGION, by 8mm McBroom.
CO~MUNITY AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF COLORADO'S HIGH PLAINS REGION. by
Robert Burns.
HYDROLOGIC AND PUMPING DATA FOR COLORADO'S OGALLALA AQUIFER REGION. 1979.
by Robert Longenbaugh.
PROJECTED POPULATION. EMPLOYMENT. AND ECONOMIC OUTPUT IN COLORADO'S EASTERN HIGH
PLAINS. 1979-2020. by John R. McKean.
ENERGY AND WATER SCARCITY AND THE IRRIGATED AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY OF THE COLORADO
HIGH PLAINS: DIRECT ECONOMIC-HYDROLOGIC IMPACT FORECASTS (1979-2020). by
Robert A. Young. Lawrence R. Conklin. Robert A. Longenbaugh. and Richard L. Gardner.
THE ECONOMIES OF MESA COUNTY AND GARFIELD. MOFFAT. RIO BLANCO. AND ROUTT COUNTIES.
COLORADO. by John R. McKean. Joseph C. Weber. and Ray K. Ericson.
THE 'ECONOMY OF THE POWDER RIVER BASIN REGION OF EASTERN WYOMING: DESCRIPTION AND
ANALYSIS. by John R. McKean. Joseph C. Weber, and Ray K. Ericson.
AN INTERINDUSTRY ANALYSIS OF THREE FRONT RANGE FOOTHILLS COMMUNITIES: ESTES PARK,
GILPIN COUNTY, AND WOODLAND PARK, COLORADO. by John R. McKean, Warren Trock, and
David R. Senf.
GROUNDWATER QUALITY REGULATION I~ COLORADO. by Thomas J. Looft.
SPORTSMEN EXPENDITURES FOR HUNTING AND FISHING IN COLORADO - 1981. by
John R. McKean and Kenneth C. Nobe.
THE ECONOMY OF LINCOLN. SUBLETTE, SWEETWATER AND UINTA COUNTIES. WYOMING, ROCK
SPRINGS BLM DISTRICT. by John R. McKean and Joseph C. Weber.
THE ECONOMY OF ALBANY, CARBON AND FREMONT COUNTIES, WYOMING. RAWLINS BlM DISTRICT,
by John R. McKean and Joseph C. Weber.
THE ECONOMY OF BIG HORN. HOT SPRINGS. PARK. AND WASHAKIE COUNTIES, WYOMING,
WORLAND BLM DISTRICT. by John R. McKean and Joseph C. Weber.
THE ECONOMY OF EASTERN WYOMING. CASPER 8LM DISTRICT, by John R. McKean and
Joseph C. Weber.
DIRECT AND :N~IRECT ECONO~IC EFFECTS OF HUNT;NG AND ~ISHING IN COLORADO - 19B1.



























































































TECHNICAL REPORT SERIES (continued)
45 THE ECONOMY OF SOUTHWEST COLORADO. DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS. by John R. MeKlln
and Wendell D. Winger.
46 EXPANSION OF WATER DELIVERY BY MUNICIPALITIES AND SPECIAl WATER DISTRICTS IN THE
NORTHERN FRONT RANGE, COLORADO, 1972-1982. by RayMOnd L. Anderson.
47 MANAGING AN INTERRELATED STREAM-AQUIFER SYSTEM: ECONOMICS, INSTITUTIONS. HYDROLOGY.
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2 ENVIRONMENT AND COLORADO - A HANDBOOK. edited by Phillip O. Foss. 5.00
3 IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL IN COLORADO, by Normln K. Whittlesey. May 5.00
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4 ENVIRONMENTAL INVENTORY OF A PORTION OF PICEANCE BASIN IN RIO BLANCO COUNTY, Dec. 11.00
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5 A GUIDE TO COLORADO WATER LAW, by Ward H. Fischer, Steven B. RIY, Glen D. Risk. Ind Sept. 3.50
Windol L. Wyatt. 1978
6 NETWORK ANALYSIS OF RAW WATER SUPPLIES UNDER COMPLEX WATER RIGHTS AND EXCHANGES: Mar. 5.00
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